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It is shown that Philip Hall’s SDR theorem cannot be extended in a certain 
(natural) direction when more than two families are involved. except (possibly) 
when they form partitions. 
1. NOTATION 
All sets are finite. [n] = ( I,2 ,..., n). If S = (X, S,: i E I) is a family of 
subsets of X, unions U ( Si: i E .Z) are written S(J) and S* denotes the dual 
family. 
If S”=(X; Sf:iEZ) are families for h = 1, 2,..., f we write 
.y’= (S’ ,..., Sf) and we call 9 an f-family. Throughout the paper each 
S: # 0, Sk(Z) = X and Z= [m] with m > 2. If J = [$I for (Zr, h) E [r] X [f] 
is an r x f array of subsets of Z, then 9(J) denotes the corresponding array 
iSh(J and Jh = (I; Ji: p E [r]). The system 9 has the common 
transversal (CT) property if there is a subset of X which is simultaneously a 
set of distinct representatives of each Sh. 
2. MULTIFOLD HALL-CONDITIONS AND SPERNER N~JMBERS 
DEFINITION 1. Let r > 0 be an integer. We say the f-family 9 satisfies 
the r-fold Hall-condition Rr when to each r x f array J there is an f-family 
.d (depending on J) with the CT property such that M’(J) = <V(J). 
Discussion. When f = 1 or 2, it is clear that Rl expresses the familiar 
criteria of Hall and Ford and Fulkerson (see [4]). It is also obvious that 
condition Pm is just another way of saying that we have CT. In other 
words, the theorems in ]3,2] can be stated as “31 implies Rrn for l- or 2- 
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families.” We investigate the possibility of extending these results in the form 
” b? implies PVZ” for various r r 177 when f > 3. 
DEFINITION 2. The mth Sperner number s(m) is the smallest integer 
r > 0 satisfying 
where [r/2 ] is the integral part of r/2. A result due to Sperner [5 1 says that 
we can choose m subsets of [r] which are mutually incomparable iff 
r 2 s(m). 
PROPOSITION. If each Sh partitions X then Y has a common transversal 
lfl it satisfies &“(s(m)), and this result is best possible. 
Proof. Let jc7 be an f-family which is partitional and satisfies Zr, where 
r = s(m). Choose an r x f array J so that the sets in each family Jh* are 
mutually incomparable. By assumption, we can find Y C_ X of order m, and f 
bijections P’ : Z -+ Y such that r”($) c S”(.Z;) for each h E [f] and p E [r]. 
Now, n{J~:pE$*]= {i}, so that P(i) E Sf for each h E [f] and i E I, 
since y is partitional. Thus y has CT, as required. Example A below 
shows that Z(s(m) - l), does not imply CT for such systems when f > 3 
for any m, and the result is best possible, as claimed. 
Remarks. (1) We have only required a weakened form of &Y@(m)); 
nevertheless, the proposition (as it stands) does not give a proper criterion 
for CT and only seems to beg the question. 
(2) Example B below shows the necessity of taking 9’ partitional. If it 
is not, it can be replaced by an (f + 1)-family which is and has a common 
partial transversal of size m iff .yi has CT. An analogous result applied to 
this system requires us to replace s(m) by s(n), where n = 1x1 > m. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE EXAMPLES 
For each m > 2 and f > 3 we construct 
(A) A partition system 9 without CT and satisfying x(s(m) - 1). 
(B) An ffamily .Y also without CT and having property x(m - 1). 
In the sequel f = 3, the general case following by replicating the third 
family (say) the required number of times. We let Zh = Z X (h) for h = 1, 2, 3 
and identify 9 with the collection of sets 
t = ix, (6 11, (j, 2), (k, 3)}, 
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where x E Si n .Sj n S:, picturing each < as a path with its own colour. For 
i E I, the set Ei consists of all those x E X which on being added to Sj 
produces a system with CT. 
EXAMPLE A. X is the disjoint union of the sets 
A = {a,,..., a,), F= Lfjr...r&J, id}, 
and the “off-diagonal” set G=(g,j:i#j= 1,2 ,..., m}. We also let 
G’= {gj:j#i} and Gj= (gj:i#j). 
S; = {d} u G’, 
Si= (a,}UFUG*, 
S,! = {ai} U G’ (3 < i < m), 
S;= {d}uG,, 
S: = {a*} u G\G,, 
sf = {ai,fi} (3 < i < ml, 
S;=FuG, uG,, 
s: = {a,, 4, 
S; = {ai} u Gi (3 < i < m). 
Identifying each path with its initial point in X, we first use induction on 
m > 2 to show that 9 lacks the CT property. The case m = 2 being clear, 
we take m > 2 and try to cover the set of indices (i, h) with m disjoint paths. 
If we use a, to cover (m, 2) we get back to case m - 1 a.fter deleting all 
paths meeting u,, while using f, we find that (m, 1) cannot be covered since 
(m, 3) will necessarily use some path g’,. 
To show that the partitional system .Y satisfies R@(m) -- 1) consider the 
following table : 
i= 1: B,=A (1,2),(1,3) G, 
i= 2: B2 = I4 uA\b21 (2921, Cl,31 G, 
i>3: Bi= (dl;:} ‘JA\(a*, ai] (2, 2) (k 3) Gi 
Each B, defines m - 1 disjoint paths. The m - 1 paths identified with the 
elements of G, each pass through (1,2) and (1, 3) (the indices missed by 
B,), intersect the paths in B, only in Z x l\(l, I), and cover this last set. It 
follows that E: = B, U G, . In a similar way the other rows of the table show 
that Ef = Bi U G, for each i E Z, so that 
S;nEj’f0 (i#jEZ). 
Now let J be an r x 3 array of subsets of I with r = s(m) - 1. By Sperner’s 
lemma there are sets .Zf* or Jf * for some i # j. But then j E n {JA: p E-L J’ . 
and 
Ef,?() (S’(J;):pEJ;‘}#IZi (i E I). 
It follows that .Y satisfies .F(s(m) -- 1). 
EXAMPLE B. Here X is the disjoint union of (d), A, F (as above) and 
H = { g, ,...r g, I. 
The system .Y’ is defined as follows: 
S;= (d)uFUH\g,, 
S:= {WJf’uH\gz, 
S; = {a,, q} U F\f;U H\gi (3 < i < m), 
s:= k&g,), 
S:= kCJH\g,, 
si = {ai9fi} (3 < i < ml, 
S:= ig,,g,luF* 
s: = {a*. d), 
sf = (ai, gi} (3 < i < m). 
The reader will note that we have “collapsed” G and added certain 
incidences to the first family of our previous example. We leave it to him/her 
to verify that 9 does not have CT and that 
EfuSf=X (i E Z). 
Let r = m - 1, and suppose ,Y does not satisfy R(r). Then there is a family 
J = (I; J, ,..., J,) such that 
f-j (S’(J,):pEJ:} =s; (i E Z). 
Observing that 0 j+i Sj\S; # 0 for i E I, it follows that for each i there must 
be some p E [r] with .Z, = (i}, and this contradicts the assumption that 
r=m-1. 
Concluding remarks. Both examples separate points in the sense of 
Brown [ 11. In Example A each J!?(Z) = X and E”*(X) = Z (where E*, E3 are 
defined analogously). Since a 2-family Y’ has CT iff E’(Z) =X (for 
example), we see that our example is “close” in another (and independent) 
way to systems with CT. 
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